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ABSTRACT
Economic and productive data from Polish arctic fox farming were used to develop a bioeconomic deterministic model simulating an average fox farm. The model was used to estimate
economic weights for 4 economically important traits: body size - BS, fur quality - FQ, colour type
- CP and litter size - LS. A 10-year investment period and two alternative discount rates: 0 and 6%
were assumed when computing the number of discounted expressions (NDE). Marginal economic
values (MEV) were estimated per one female purchased. Highest MEV were derived for LS (88.304
PLN), followed by FQ (86.548 PLN) and BS (39.024 PLN). Much lower MEV (10 times lower than
for BS and 20 times lower than for LS and FQ) was estimated for CT (3.944 PLN). The relative
economic weights derived for the alternative of 0% interest rate per year were 0.48 for LS, 0.15 for
BS, 0.35 for FQ and 0.02 for CT, and were comparable to those estimated for the situation of 6%
interest rate per year (0.46, 0.15, 0.36 and 0.03, respectively).
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INTRODUCTION
The breeding goal is usually deﬁned by setting up an aggregate genotype to
be improved, which is a function of additive genetic values of traits weighted by
economic values. The overall efﬁciency of production is affected by traits included
in the breeding objective. The traits combined into the aggregate genotype should
be selected basing on the relative contribution of each trait to the overall efﬁciency
of production (Goddard, 1998).
The theory of estimating economic values for different breeding strategies and
production systems has been extensively studied (Brascamp et al., 1985; Groen,
1989; Groen et al., 1997; Albera et al., 2004; Wolfova and Nitter, 2004; Krupa et
al., 2005). The economic value of a trait has been deﬁned as the change in proﬁt
of the farm expressed per average producing animal per year (Groen, 1989). This
change in proﬁt is a result of one unit of change in breeding value of the trait
considered.
Economic weights can be derived as marginal economic values estimated as
marginal returns minus marginal costs obtained by increasing the level of a trait
by one unit (Wolfova and Nitter, 2004). Economic returns can be predicted using
bio-economic models, which are functions of phenotypic traits and management
variables contributing to revenue and costs (Quinton et al., 2005). Such models
aim to effectively describe complex livestock production systems, taking into
account genetic, nutritional, management and economic factors (Jones et al.,
2004). For studied traits (I group - realized once in life of an animal, II group
– realized repeatedly during the life of the dam) different numbers and times of
expressions of genes transferred from parents to progeny are expected. Therefore,
the marginal economic values should be multiplied by the number of discounted
expressions to derive the economic weights for traits included in the breeding goal
(Houska et al., 2004). The gene ﬂow method developed by Hill (1974) is usually
used for estimating the number of discounted expressions.
In the breeding program for the arctic fox in Poland, selection criteria have
been deﬁned. The economically most important traits in the fox production are
those affecting pelt price to the largest extent. In the international trading system
the most important pelt character traits are: skin size, fur quality and colour
type (Wierzbicki, 2005). Furthermore, litter size used as an indicator of female
reproductive performance, signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the efﬁciency of fur production.
In Poland, however, the economic weights for the traits of interest have not been
derived, and in consequence a selection index for the arctic fox has not been
constructed. To our knowledge, in countries where fox farming is of economic
importance, preliminary economic weights for the arctic fox have been estimated
only in Finland (Peura et al., 2004).
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This paper presents ﬁrst estimates of economic weights for fur coat and
reproductive traits in Polish arctic fox production. In order to derive the economic
weights a deterministic bio-economic model was developed to describe a typical
production system for the arctic fox in Poland.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Traits
The economic weights were derived for the three fur coat traits (colour type
- CT, fur quality - FQ, body size - BS) and one reproductive trait (litter size - LS).
These traits were chosen since earlier studies (Filistowicz et al., 1999; Wierzbicki,
2005) indicated that those traits were the factors strongly affecting prices of
Polish pelts in the international trading system. The traits are evaluated alive on
farm (fur coat traits are graded in late autumn when fur is fully developed and
mature, whereas litter size is recorded 3 weeks after whelping). The fur coat traits
are evaluated again, after slaughter, when pelts are sold at auction houses. The
aggregate genotype to be improved in Polish arctic fox production consists of
those traits, and the information needed for this comes from two sources: farms
and auction houses.
Production model
In this study a bio-economic model describing an integrated Polish fox farm
(Figure 1) was used to estimate economic values for a number of traits related to
productive life of arctic foxes. The model was deterministic and simulated inputs
and outputs of average Polish fox farm per year. The similar model has recently
been developed in Finland, and applied for estimating the economic weights in
Finnish blue fox production (Peura et al., 2004).
The analysis was done for the farm of 250 females and 80 males. The arctic
fox is a monoestrous animal, thus dates in the annual cycle of the farm are ﬁxed.
The growth of pups is divided into 4 stages, characterized by different feed
requirements, daily body gain and mortality. Litter size is recorded 3 weeks after
birth, and pups are weaned at the age of 6 weeks. Weaned males and females not
used for replacement are pelted at the end of the season. Breeding animals are
culled either after mating season (infertile males and females) or after whelping
(barren females, females killing pups and of low nursing ability). In the production
model used in the present study a linear relation between body weight and skin
size, and between scores of fur coat traits and skin price is assumed.
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Figure 1. Model of the annual cycle in the Polish arctic fox farming (mort1 - pup mortality till
the age of 3 weeks, mort2 - pup mortality between the age of 3 weeks and weaning, mort3 - pup
mortality between weaning and end of 3rd stage of growth, mort4 - pup mortality in the last stage of
growth preceding the pelting time, 1SG - beginning of the 1st stage of growth, 2SG - beginning of
the 2nd stage of growth, 3SG - beginning of the 3rd stage of growth, 4SG - beginning of the 4th stage
of growth)

Revenues of the farm come from the sale of pelts and breeding males and
females. Costs are related to labour, feeding, housing, veterinary care and interest
on investments. The most important input parameters are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. The most important biological and management input parameters
Parameters
Investment period (years)
Interest rate (% per year)
Feed price (PLN/1kg)
Cost of breeding female (PLN)
Cost of breeding male (PLN)
Building cost (PLN/1 cage)
Labour cost (PLN/1 hour)
Pelting cost (PLN/1skin)
Insemination cost (PLN)
Average pelt price (PLN)
Age of breeding animal at purchase (days)
Age at ﬁrst mating/insemination (days)
Number of natural matings (1 female/year)
Ratio females/males in natural mating
Ratio females/male in artiﬁcial insemination
Proportion of females naturally and artiﬁcially inseminated
Energy content, MJ/1kg of feed
Weight at birth, kg
Weight at 3 weeks after whelping, kg
Weight at weaning, kg
Weight at mid September, kg
Weight at pelting, kg
Number of pups per mated female, year old
1
2
3
4
5
Pup mortality, % stage of growth
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
Breeding animals mortality, %
males
females
Genetic standard deviations of studied traits1
litter size
body size
fur quality
colour type
1
from Wierzbicki, 2004
PLN - Polish zloty, 1€ ≅ 4 PLN

Value
10
0 or 6
0.8
300
350
250
8
4
4
140
179
314
2.08
3:1
20:1
70:30
6
0.08
0.41
1.7
6.5
11
3.25
4.68
4.38
4.93
3.97
10
5
3
2
5
5
1.522
0.232
0.251
0.383
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Marginal economic values
The net proﬁt deﬁned as total revenues coming from sold animals and pelts
minus total costs incurred during the whole life of the purchased females and their
offspring was a measure of the efﬁciency of the production system. The effect of
a marginal change in genetic merit on the net proﬁt was calculated for each trait.
Then, the marginal economic values of the studied traits were estimated using the
formula given by Houska et al. (2004):

where: aj is the marginal economic value of trait j, µj is the average value of trait j,
dj is the change of trait j by one unit, P(µj ± dj) is the net proﬁt for the given value
of trait j, ∆P is the difference in the net proﬁt, and ∆j is the difference in trait j. The
net proﬁt was expressed per purchased female.
Number of discounted expressions
In Polish fox breeding a hierarchical breeding structure where genes are
transmitted from multiplier farms to commercial ones exists. There are no nucleus
farms. Dams and sires are kept in the multiplier farms and from that tire the best
genes are disseminated to the whole fox population. Thus, for the estimation
of economic weights a two-tire system (multiplier and commercial farms) was
assumed. In this system the selection takes place in multiplier farms, and four
groups of animals can be distinguished: sires of sires, sires of dams, dams of sires,
and dams of dams. The commercial farms produce female replacements which are
mated using males from multiplier farms.
The proportion of genes ﬂowing from selected animals to the next generations
depends on the age structure of males and females (Table 2) as well as connections
between tires. The structure of the population is shaped (among other) by the
Table 2. Population structure in relation to age-sex classes
Sex class, %
Age class
years
females
1
34.6
2
23.8
3
23.9
4
8.1
5 and older
9.6

males
42.5
28.2
13.4
8.1
7.8
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number of weaned pups per female, the rate of culling breeding animals, the
female/male ratio, the productive lifetime, and the generation interval (Wolfova
and Nitter, 2004). In order to take into account different numbers and times of
expressions of genes transferred from parents to progeny, the number of discounted
expressions (NDE) for traits included in the breeding goal has to be calculated.
In the present study NDE was computed using the gene ﬂow method (Hill, 1974)
and ZPLAN computer package (Nitter and Graser, 1994). The following formula
was used (Nitter et al., 1994):

where: i is one of the two groups of traits, j is the selection group, hi is the
transpose of realization vector (hi) which describes the realization of trait group
i, T is the investment period (time in which the gene expressions are observed),
t - time units (years), mt is a vector with gene proportions in all sex-age classes at
time t originating from the group of selected animals j at time 0, P is a transition
probability matrix which relates the proportion of genes in each sex-age class
represented in mt-1 which appear in each sex-age class in mt, and r is the discount
rate per year.
The transition probability matrix P (reﬂecting the two-tire breeding structure
described above) is divided into ﬁve parts containing the proportions of genes in
sex-age classes of sires in multiplier herds (♂_m), dams in multiplier herds (♀_m),
dams in commercial herds (♀_c), and animals which are culled in multiplier
(culled_m) and commercial (culled_c) herds. Matrix P has the dimension (m x m)
with m=s+d1+d2+c1+c2. The dimension of matrix P depends on the number of
age classes for sires in multiplier herds (s), dams in multiplier and commercial
herds (d1 and d2, respectively), and culled animals in multiplier and commercial
herds (c1 and c2, respectively). Matrix Pij is made up of elements which are the
proportions of genes in sex-age class i at time t which come from sex-age class j
at time t -1 (the sum of gene proportions in each row of matrix P is 1, whereas the
sum of gene proportions of a given sex within a row is 0.5).
The non-zero elements of matrix P are * or 1, and all other elements are 0.
For the fox population where females and males are used for reproduction for the
ﬁrst time in the second age class, matrix P (in a simpliﬁed tabular form) looks as
follows:
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Sex-age
classes i
♂_m

♀_m

♀_c
culled_m
culled_c

s-classes of ♂_m
0
*
…
*
1
0
…
0
…
…
…
…
0
0
1
0
0
*
…
*
0
0
…
0
…
…
…
…
0
0
…
0
0
*
…
*
0
0
…
0
…
…
…
…
0
0
…
0
0
*
…
*
0
*
…
*
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Sex-age classes j
d1-classes of ♀_m
d2-classes of ♀_c
0
*
…
*
0
…
…
0
0
0
…
0
0
…
…
0
…
…
… … …
…
…
…
0
0
…
0
0
…
…
0
0
*
…
*
0
…
…
0
1
0
…
0
0
…
…
0
…
…
… …
…
…
…
…
0
0
1
0
0
…
…
0
0
*
…
*
0
…
…
0
0
…
…
0
…
…
… … …
…
…
…
0
…
…
0
0
0
1
0
0
*
…
*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
*
…
*

c1
0
0
…
0

c2
0
0
..
0

0
0
…

0
0
…

0
0
…
0
0
0

0
0
…
0
0
0

The transpose of vector m0 (the initial column vector) for the group ♂_m in
age class one, has the dimension m × 1 and the form:
For the estimation of economic weights the average values of NDE for the four
selection groups (sires to produce sires, sires to produce dams, dams to produce
sire, dams to produce dams) were used (Houska et al., 2004). In the present study
a 10-year investment period and two alternative discount rates 0 or 6% were
assumed. The biological and management parameters were extracted/calculated
from the data collected on two arctic fox farms. Some needed information (e.g.,
pelt prices) was taken from the auction statistics (seasons 2000-2004) of Finnish
Fur Sales Ltd. (Wierzbicki, 2005). The most important input parameters used for
the estimation of NDE are shown in Table 1.
Economic weights
The economic weights were derived using the following formula (Peura et al.,
2004):
wij = ajNDEiσa
where: wij is the economic weight of trait j in the trait group i, aj is the marginal economic
value of trait j per purchased female, and σa is the genetic standard deviation of trait j. The
economic weights were multiplied by genetic standard deviations (to obtain so-called
standardized economic weights) to indicate how much additional proﬁt can be earned
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by making an improvement of one standard deviation in one trait versus another trait
(Houska et al., 2004). The economic weights were derived for the production system in
which the breeding values were estimated using a single trait model. The reason why
the single-trait model has been found more adequate for the present production system
in Poland than the multi-trait one was explained by Wierzbicki et al. (2006).
Finally, the relative economic weights were estimated. The relative importance
of each trait can be assessed from its standardized economic weight expressed
as a proportion of the sum of all the standardized economic weights: wij/∑wij
(Wolfova et al., 2001). The relative ﬁgures enable to compare different production
systems in different countries, whereas absolute economic weights always apply
to speciﬁc production conditions (De Vries, 1989).
RESULTS
Marginal economic values (MEV), number of discounted expressions (NDE),
genetic standard deviations (σa) and economic weights of the studied traits
are listed in Table 3. According to the formula for NDE (Nitter et al., 1994)
Table 3. Marginal economic values (MEV), number of discounted expressions (NDE), genetic
standard deviations (σa) and economic weights (EW) of the studied traits for the two different
discount rates (DR) per year
DR=0%
DR=6%
MEV/female
EW
EW
Trait
σa
PLN
NDE standardized
NDE standardized
relative
relative
PLN
PLN
LS
88.304
1.522 0.042
5.645
0.48
0.026
3.494
0.46
BS
39.024
0.232 0.192
1.738
0.15
0.128
1.159
0.15
FQ
86.548
0.251 0.192
4.171
0.35
0.128
2.781
0.36
CT
3.944
0.383 0.192
0.290
0.02
0.128
0.193
0.03

important factors affecting NDE are investment period and interest rate. In the
present study one investment period of 10 years and two alternative interest rates
of 0 and 6% were assumed, therefore different NDE for two alternative interest
rates were obtained. This in consequence altered values of economic weights
derived using alternative NDE.
The MEV expresses the change in the total proﬁt per purchased female and year
by increasing the trait level. Highest MEV estimated per female purchased were
obtained for LS (88.304 PLN), followed by FQ (86.548 PLN) and BS (39.024
PLN). Much lower MEV (10 times lower than for BS and 20 times lower than for
LS and FQ) was estimated for CT (3.944 PLN).
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The NDE computed for the alternative of 6 and 0% discount rate are shown
in Table 3. The NDE were the same for all traits within a group. However, higher
values of NDE were computed for the interest rate 0% than for the interest rate 6%
(LS - 0.042 vs 0.026, other traits - 0.192 vs 0.128).
Standardized economic weights expressed in PLN per genetic standard
deviation unit (σa) decreased when the interest rate rose from 0 to 6% (Table
3). However, the relative economic weights indicating the relative importance
of each trait remained almost unchanged. Highest relative importance was found
for LS (0.46 or 0.48), followed by FQ (0.36 or 0.35) and BS (unchanged for both
discount rates - 0.15). The trait of lowest relative economic weight was CT (0.03
or 0.02).
DISCUSSION
The economic weights presented in the study are the ﬁrst estimates ever derived
for Polish fox production. The production model (with small changes adapting it
to Polish conditions) used in the study has recently been applied in Finnish blue
fox production (Peura et al., 2004). However, even if the same model is used,
different market conditions can strongly inﬂuence not only the absolute economic
weights, but also the ratio of economic weights between the studied traits (Houska
et al., 2004).
The relative economic weights estimated in the present study differ from
those reported by Peura et al. (2004). In Finnish blue fox production the highest
relative economic weight was estimated for skin size (0.37), followed by litter
size (0.31) and skin quality (0.26). In Polish fox production the highest relative
economic weights were estimated for LS and FQ, whereas BS (the most important
in Finland) had lower relative economic weight. The different values of economic
weights for the same traits in Polish and Finnish fox production may be explained
not only by different economic conditions, but also by different production levels
of Polish and Finnish arctic fox populations. According to Hirooka et al. (1998)
and Albera et al. (2002) the economic importance of a trait is higher when herd
performance for the trait is relatively low. Higher relative economic weights for
LS and FQ in Polish production system than the corresponding ones in Finland
may reﬂect lower averages of these traits in Polish fox population (Finnish blue
fox production is among the best in the world). The relative economic importance
for BS was lower in Poland than in Finland, even though the pelts produced by
Finnish blue foxes are much larger than those produced in Poland. The explanation
for this can be the effect of skin size on the price the pelt can reach in the trading
system. According to Filistowicz et al. (1999) and Wierzbicki (2005) skin size
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is the factor affecting pelt prices to the largest extent. Finnish blue foxes are
exceptionally large (signiﬁcantly larger than the Polish ones) and produce very
large pelts reaching high prices at auction houses. Because the farm revenues
strongly depend on money paid for pelts (the larger pelt the higher price) that’s
why the relative economic weight for skin size gained the highest value (however,
recent recalculation of economic weights for Finnish blue foxes has given lower
economic weight for skin size and higher economic weights for litter size and fur
quality - unpublished, personal communication). According to Peura et al. (2004),
if one could assume lower pup mortality and higher litter size 3 weeks after birth,
the litter size would become the most important trait in the total merit index.
The highest economic weights for reproductive success (although measured in
different ways) have been reported by other authors (Phocas et al., 1998; Amer
et al., 2001; Kahi and Nitter, 2004). Fertility is an important trait related to the
adaptation of the species to the production system, thus its relative importance
in the total merit index is usually high (Fernandez-Perea and Jimenez, 2004).
According to Wolfova et al. (2005) the relative importance of reproductive traits
seems to be dependent on the production system, the marketing strategy and the
average level of traits.
The NDE computed for two alternative discount rates were different (higher
discount rate lower NDE). This in turn changed standardized economic weights,
but did not change the relative economic weights. Different levels of interest
rate did not strongly affect the relative economic weights, because noticeably
expressed effect of discount rate is usually seen in species with long generation
intervals. The arctic fox is a species with relatively short generation interval (one
year), what mitigates the inﬂuence of interest rate level on NDE and then relative
economic weights.
Wolfova and Nitter (2004) comparing relative economic weights of traits
realized once in life versus those realized repeatedly during the life in pigs, sheep,
beef and dairy cattle found that the relative NDE decreased only by 6% in pigs
(short generation interval) but by 23% in dairy cattle (long generation interval)
when increasing the discount rate from 0 to 28% per year.
According to Brascamp (1978) from the economic point of view short
generation intervals are even more important than annual genetic gain, especially
in the situation when interest rates are high and returns attained far in future have
a very small discounted value. The level of discount rate has large effect on NDS
and consequently on returns from realized breeding scheme. Returns from one
round of selection are affected much more by the interest rate than costs, because
they occur in later years. Therefore, the optimal breeding scheme depends to a
large extent on the interest rate level.
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SOME IMPLICATIONS
The study was the ﬁrst attempt to model the arctic fox production system in
Poland using the bio-economic deterministic model. Based on the developed
model as well as input and output bio-economic parameters adequate to the Polish
conditions, the economic weights for 3 fur coat traits and litter size have been
derived. These economic weights are recommended to be used in the total merit
index for the arctic fox. However, further study including the genetic relations
between traits and their effect on economic weights is needed. Moreover, the
economic importance of functional traits which become more and more important
in the fox production should be studied.
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